Sodium Bisulfite Treatments Improve Shrimp Appearance but Require Proper Disposal

The appearance of shrimp is an important factor in the valuation of this product in the market. This is especially important for heads-on shrimp. Consumers usually prefer light-colored shrimp without dark mottling.

Enzymes Cause Spotting

Polyphenoloxidase enzymes involved in the molting process of shrimp remain active in shrimp tissue after harvest. Even after shrimp die, the enzymes can cause black pigmentation in shells and on the flesh.

Shrimp are placed on ice at harvest, but this does not always stop the action of polyphenoloxidases. Sodium bisulfite, however, quickly deactivates the enzymes. Shrimp often are dipped in bisulfite solutions at harvest and again at the processing plant to prevent black spotting.

Sodium Bisulfite And Metabisulfite

Sodium bisulfite and sodium metabisulfite are common industrial chemicals widely used as bleaches, disinfectants, and antioxidants. Their chemical formulas are NaHSO₃ and Na₂S₂O₅, respectively. When sodium metabisulfite is dissolved in water, it hydrolyzes to form sodium acid sulfite (also called sodium bisulfite). Thus, the same solution is achieved when either sodium bisulfite or sodium metabisulfite are dissolved in water.

Postharvest Treatment

The usual procedure at harvest is to dip shrimp in a 5% solution of sodium bisulfite for 2-5 minutes, with the objective of producing a bisulfite concentration of 30-50 ppm sulfur dioxide equivalent in the shrimp.

After the shrimp are treated with chlorine, processing plants often also use a 5% sodium sulfite solution, but vary the exposure time depending upon product destination. Usual limits for concentrations of sulfite in the flesh are 30 ppm for Japan, 80 ppm for the European community, and 100 ppm for the United States.

Sodium bisulfite solutions are not completely consumed during use as shrimp dips. The remaining solution is a waste that is sometimes discarded into the environment. This liquid waste can cause negative impacts if discharged directly into natural waters.

Chemical Reactions

Sodium bisulfite solutions react with dissolved oxygen to form sodium acid sulfate. Sodium acid sulfate solutions are acidic. The hydrogen ions responsible for acidity result because sodium acid sulfate dissociates into sodium and bisulfate ions, and bisulfate ions further dissociate into sulfate and hydrogen ions. The hydrogen ions will cause pH and total alkalinity in receiving waters to fall by neutralizing bicarbonate.

Each milligram of sodium bisulfite can consume 0.15 mg/l of dissolved oxygen. With a strength of 50,000 mg/l, a 5% solution of sodium bisulfite can react quickly with a large amount of dissolved oxygen. Each milligram of sodium bisulfite can result in enough hydrogen ions to reduce total alkalinity concentration by 0.48 mg/l.

Impact Example

Suppose that 5 m³ of a 5% solution of sodium bisulfite is discharged into a stagnant canal 1 km long, 50 m wide, and 1 m deep (a volume of 50,000 m³). The solution contains 250 kg of sodium bisulfite and could remove 37.5 kg of dissolved oxygen and 120 kg of total alkalinity from the water in the canal.

If the sodium bisulfite solution is quickly and thoroughly mixed into the canal, it will lower the concentration of dissolved oxygen by only 0.75 mg/l and total alkalinity by only 2.04 mg/l. The pH probably will not change by a detectable amount, for the loss of alkalinity (and buffering capacity) are slight.

However, in a stagnant canal, it takes a long time for the sodium bisulfite solution to mix thoroughly with the water. In the area where the sodium bisulfite solution is released, the bisulfite concentration will be very high. Depletion of dissolved oxygen could occur, and the large decline in total alkalinity could cause a drastic decline in pH. The net effect could be to stress or kill aquatic organisms in the canal.

Consumers prefer light-colored shrimp without dark mottling.
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Responsible Disposal

The example above illustrates why spent sodium bisulfite solutions should not be discharged into natural waters. Procedures should be developed for responsible deactivation of sodium bisulfite.

Deactivation

Deactivation of sodium bisulfite by treatment with calcium hypochlorite or other chlorine compounds represents a safety hazard for workers. When chlorine compounds are mixed with acidic solutions, highly toxic chlorine gas can be released. A small release of chlorine gas can be harmful or even lethal to workers, especially if it occurs in a poorly ventilated space. If such treatment is used, appropriate protective gear is required to protect workers.

Oxidation and Neutralization

A safer way to deal with sodium bisulfite waste is disposal in oxidation lagoons or other wastewater treatment systems designed to treat pond or processing plant effluents. The waste will be oxidized and neutralized within these systems before its final discharge into a receiving water body.

If no treatment system is available, the solution can be placed in a tank and mechanically aerated until the bisulfite is oxidized to bisulfate and the resulting acidic solution neutralized with calcium hydroxide or sodium hydroxide. The extent of aeration needed can be determined by monitoring the dissolved oxygen concentration. When the concentration stabilizes above 4 or 5 mg/l, the bisulfite has been oxidized. Each kilogram of sodium bisulfite will require 0.36 kg of calcium hydroxide or 0.38 kg of sodium hydroxide.

Upon oxygenation and neutralization, the solution can be safely discarded into natural waters. Alternatively, the solution could be held for a longer period in a small pond or large tank for natural oxygenation. Upon complete oxidation of the bisulfite, the solution could be neutralized with hydrated lime or other base.

Conclusion

Sodium bisulfite dips of harvested shrimp are an effective course of treatment to prevent discoloration caused by polyphenoloxidase enzymes in the animals. Improper sodium bisulfite waste disposal, however, can cause negative impacts if discharged directly into natural waters. Responsible disposal of sodium bisulfite solutions does not represent a major effort or expense, and should be implemented on shrimp farms and at processing plants.